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The 4th annual exhibition will debut in the von Stade Gallery in November 2022.

The National Museum of Racing and Hall of Fame is pleased to announce the return of its juried photography exhibition program and requests submissions for our fourth annual exhibition.

NEW FOR 2022!
Amateur and professional photographers are welcome to submit one photograph for consideration with a brief statement of significance (200 words or less).

The only requirement is that the submitted photograph must relate to the sport of Thoroughbred racing in America. (This does not mean it has to be a racing action scene; it is up to the photographer to interpret the theme and be as creative as possible!) A panel of judges representing both the racing and arts communities will select the photographs for exhibition. Only 45 entries can be exhibited in the von Stade Gallery; additional photographs may be selected as online-only images and will be included in the online exhibition hosted on the Museum’s website for one year.

Please complete the form on the following page and submit it with your digital photograph and brief description to photofinish@racingmuseum.net. Please send your entries as JPEG files without any embedded watermark or signature at 150 dpi resolution (size not to exceed 8MB).

Deadline for submissions is May 30, 2022.
Photographers will be notified by July 31, 2022.
Photographs selected for exhibition must be delivered no later than October 7, 2022.

The selected exhibit photographs must be printed, framed, and delivered to the Museum for exhibition at the photographer’s expense. The final image size should not exceed 8” x 10,” and the print must not include any signature or embedded watermark. The total framed dimensions cannot exceed 14” x 17,” and the framing must include a blank white mat, black frame, and a wire on the reverse for installation.

If you have any additional questions about the “Photo Finish” juried photography exhibition, please e-mail SLuce@racingmuseum.net or call (518) 584-0400 ext. 117.
The National Museum of Racing and Hall of Fame presents...

“PHOTO FINISH”
Juried Photography Exhibition

The 4th annual exhibition will be exhibited in the von Stade Gallery from November 2022 to February 2023.

This entry form must be completed and sent with your submitted photo. Please send a digital copy with your photo or print out and mail this form to: National Museum of Racing and Hall of Fame, 191 Union Avenue, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

National Museum of Racing’s “PHOTO FINISH” Juried Photography Exhibition - Entry Form

Name ____________________________________________

Street __________________________ Telephone ____________

City __________________________ State ____________ Zip Code ____________

E-mail Address __________________________


How did you hear about this exhibition? __________________________ Would you like to be added to our mailing list? Y / N

Title of Photo __________________________________________

Date and Location of Photo __________________________________________

Please include your brief description (200 words or less) that shares the meaning behind your submitted photograph in the body of your email or on the lines below. This information will be adapted into the exhibit label text if your photograph is selected for exhibition.

Brief Statement of Significance __________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

In submitting this entry, I agree that the National Museum of Racing and Hall of Fame may display my work in print and electronic media for publicity purposes, including on its website for an online exhibition. A credit line will accompany the use of any images submitted to the Museum, and the photographer maintains copyright and ownership of his/her original work. If selected for exhibition, I understand that I am responsible for the printing, framing, delivery, and pick-up of my photograph.

Signature ________________ Date ________________

(Parent/Guardian signature required for junior photographer submissions.)